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[[Wendy Gonaver 11/26/19]] 
[[Henri Temianka papers, Correspondence, Gurs, Box 12, folder 14, letter 04]] 
 
Antwerpen  1. 4. 41 
Dearest Rosy & Henry 
We were glad with your letter of the 22nd of Feb. You complain that you did not hear from us since our 
last letter dated 21st of December, but we wrote several letters and one postcard since, which we 
presume you received them meanwhile. We wrote you on the 4th of March soon after our medical 
examination by which all our formalities with the American Consulate were completed and expected 
that our visas would be immediately granted, as used to be formerly [[^]] the case [[/^]]. We got a letter 
instead in which the Consul declares “That [[strikethrough]] We [[/strikethrough]] we, the two 
applicants for immigration visas for the United States have been carefully examined and found to be 
qualified to receive immigration visas, on condition that we submit valid Passierchein with permission to 
leave Belgium and transit certificates for passage through Spain & Portugal to port of embarkation. I had 
this letter photographed, and applied at the Portuguese & Spanish Consulates for our transit visas, one 
of these copies attached to each application, also mentioning our prepaid passage from Lisbon to New 
York. 
So you see that we have done, all there was to be done and are now hoping to get the transit visas in 
order to get the American. But this may take some weeks yet, as there are many passengers in Lisbon 
waiting for accommodation. Therefore to avoid congestion, the Lisbon authorities do not give 
authorisation to their Consulates to grant visas before the date and berth on steamer has been 
definitely fixed. We got the American Express to wire to the agent of the Export Lines in Lisbon to fix a 
date for us, but have no reply yet. Quite a number of our friends who have also gone through the same 
procedure and who have preference visas are still here waiting as we are waiting. We however don’t 
give up hope that we will be able to join you in the near future but it is time and destiny that will decide. 
Lena’s address is Mrs. A. Emma 189 E. Broadway. Ma seemingly forgot to write the number. We are 
happy to hear about your artistic successes and Rosys new cosy apartement. Hoping to hear from you 
soon again 
I embrace you in thought 
Pa 
 
[[letter in Dutch from “Ma” follows]] 
Lieve Rosy & Henri…. 
